AGSIP Meeting
July 9

Attendance: Katrina, Chloe, Sophie, Kalee, Jackie C., Jackie H.
Regrets: Sara, Vanessa, Rebecca

1. Pubcrawl
   a. Want to try and feel out numbers and who is interested. Some people will want to stop by for part of the night only.
      i. We should have a general plan of times we’re heading to different locations, posted on facebook and in e-mail so people can stop in later if they want.

   b. Shirts: can write something funny on them (psychology pun, from Katrina’s bank from undergrad contests?) and have markers for people to write on the back.

   c. Try and encourage people to show up on time at Sara’s
      i. Have a draw at Sara’s for someone to get one drink at each bar paid for, or for those who don’t drink they could get food of their choice.
      ii. Push in advertisements that people should come to Sara’s on time since we’ll be getting a free drink there (including nonalcoholic options), doing the draw, and leaving for the first bar at 8:30pm.

   d. Plan of the night:
      8:00pm Sara’s
      8:30pm “leave” Sara’s
      9:00pm Canteen
      10:00pm The Toucan
      11:00pm The Merchant
      12:00pm Tir Nan Nog (karaoke)

   e. T-shirts
      i. Could let people request a size if they RSVP in advance by a certain date → **have people e-mail Kalee their shirt size.**
         Otherwise get mix of mediums and larges for additional people who don’t e-mail their size, and bring scissors.
      ii. Charge a toonie for the t-shirts.

   f. Advertising
      i. Sophie can make a poster and a include it in the e-mail that we send around.
      ii. Jackie will make a Facebook event. Sophie will add the poster once its made.
1. It will be an open event with several of us as administrators so we can hopefully invite everyone.
2. Remind people that they can invite their friends!!

2. Kingston events to potentially casually go to with AGSIP?
   a. Wolfe Island music festival, could do $5 off if they come with us
   b. Busker festival this weekend
   c. Thursday night movies
   d. Saturday food demos (11-12pm)
   e. Music in the square
   f. Jazz (or blues?) fest in Kingston
   g. Haunted walk in the fall
   h. Trip to wolf island?
   i. Sand banks?
   j. Corn maze in September with SGPS
   k. Apple picking!!
   l. **Could choose a few things and focus in on them to get it started.**